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the other. The maximum limit of bnikt* shoe friction is now at
once apparent, for it must not exceed the static friction ht'tween
wheels ami track. If It were to exceed that value, the brake
shoes would "lock the wheels'* and the latter \vould "skid" on
the rails with lessened retardation because of the lower value of
dynamic friction thus suddenly brought into play between wheels
ami track. In fact this is the cause of the sensation often expe-
rienced by passengers upon a car who, when barely accustomed
to the slowing down of the ear during the braking period, suddenly
feel the car apparently " shooting forward " as the wheels begin to
slide on the track. The decreased frietional resistance offered
to the motion of the car under these conditions permits of little
if any control of the ear by the motorinan and serious accidents
often result' therefrom.
Theoretically, ears should be equipped with braking apparatus
which will be able to approximate as nearly as possible this maxi-
mum value for emergency stops, but since the braking force with
hand brake equipment depends upon the strength of the motor-
man and with air brake equipment upon the variable air pressure,
it' is usually possible to "skid the wheels" on the average car if
the brakes are applied too forcibly. Further, since Table XXXIV
shows that the friction between brake shoe and wheel increases
as the speed decreases during the braking period, a force applied
to the brake shoes when braking is commenced, which is slightly
than that necessary to lock the wheels, may become suffi-
ciently great to produce that result at lower speeds for the reason
that the static friction between wheels and track remains con-
stant. Every experienced motornxan understands the results
of such an application of brakes and releases and reapplies the
braking pressure with less and intensity as the car comes to
a stop. Failure to do this results In too sudden a stop for com-
fort, a severe chattering of the brake riggiag and possible skid-
and Incidentally marks an inexperienced or careless
motorman.
Another factor which must be taken into consideration ia
stopping a car comfortably and safely is the condition of the track.
It is a peculiar fact that with a very than film of water on the
ml due to a slight shower, the friction is greatly reduced over
of a dry mil or evea a thoroughly wet rail   Again? the

